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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
I’ve started incorporating the best of the LayTheOdds reviews into our newsletter. So from
now on, the BST newsletter will include even more product reviews! In the Current Reviews
section of this newsletter, the LayTheOdds reviews are in violet to help differentiate them
The results, league table and profitability graph include Tuesday evening reports, making the
newsletter as up to date as possible when you receive the newsletter on the Wednesday
morning.
Bonus Bagging, from LayTheOdds has shown great profit in the three weeks of the review. We
are waiting eagerly for the week 4 figures. New kids on the block, ABSX have got off to a
great start.
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

ABSX System X-IV – Introduction
7th July 2011

Admin Announcement
Whilst we all remember
the unpleasantness at the
time ABSX System X-IV
was launched, we here at
BST & LTO believe we are
fair minded, so despite our
misgivings
about
the
original
marketing
campaign and some of its
content, we are going to
give the product a chance
to speak for itself.
It is now some 3 months since the launch of ABSX System X and it‟s is still
alive and kicking, one of our reviewers, sergeant Tommy, has been
monitoring its progress, and we believe it is now the time to test it in front
of our readers.
This will be a full and fair review, and should the product stand up, then it
will just go to show that the “questionable”, in our opinion, marketing
techniques were unnecessary in the first place.
So, over to Sergeant Tommy for the introduction of ABSX System X-IV
Regards
Gordon

Sergeant Tommy-Introduces ABSX System X-IV
Hi Bloggers,
Ok, so after a few days rest watching Murray getting beat yet again at
„Wimbers‟, I am back with a bang to take on the „Auto Bet System X -IV‟
product or ABSX System X-IV as I will refer to it from here on in.
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Gordon and the powers that be at BST towers have agreed to a
comprehensive review of the product which I have in fact been monitoring
personally for the last several weeks just to get a handle on the pretty
large pack of information which comes supplied with ABSX System X-IV
At the moment there are 2 packages available, the ABSX System XIV complete system which you can get for 27 quid, and the ABSX System
X-IV complete system + lifetime access to the ABSX-IV „Machine‟ and
„Profit Monitor‟, which come in at 57 GBP.
Now with each package there are a host of pdf files and videos to go
through which would take a lot longer to explain if I went through every
document individually. Here is just a brief overview of what you receive
with the „ABSX‟ standard package.
Basic method pdf – 66 page file explaining exactly how each race is broken
down in terms of profitability and historical analysis and given a specific
rating based on that analysis.
There are many other documents including a staking plan, DVI reckoner,
Integration methods, odds converter and a comprehensive study of the
Irish racing year.
The basic package is therefore a self-study guide for analysing every single
race in the days programme and coming up with suitable betting
opportunities as appropriate. This is all done manually with pen and paper
with the basic package and can take between 30 minutes to an hour each
day.
Now if you want to take all the hard work out of the equation then this is
where the upgraded version comes into play.
The „Machine‟ and „Profit Monitor‟ are 2 pieces of software which enable the
user to instantly recognize where the „potentially‟ profitable opportunities
are during the days racing. Having used both of these for several weeks
now, I can say they are a couple of „nifty‟ pieces of equipment. Very
important point to remember is that these are tools to be used with your
own betting experience and methodology, and NOT to be followed blindly.
If ALL the recommendations from the „profit monitor‟ won, I would be
composing this intro from a beach in Hawaii!!
The upgraded version also includes a suite of videos with information on
„quad sequencing‟, „ABSX-IV‟ win methods, target driven cross method
staking, group betting and all the necessary paperwork you need for
successful recording and analysis or results.
Now to the „meat and gravy‟!
For the purposes of the review I will be recording 2 sets of results.
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1. ALL the recommendations made by the „profit monitor‟, these will be
either „dutch‟ bets (backing both 1st and 2nd favs to win), „dutch parlay‟
bets (strong recommended bets to be used in a „parlay‟ sequence) and
„win‟ bets. These will be broken down into „purple‟, „green‟, „blue‟, „amber‟
and „red‟ bets where „purple‟ is the strongest and „red‟ the weakest bets.
2. My actual betting methodology for gaining between 0.5% and 2% profit
each day. This will involve a combination of „dutch‟ and „place‟ bets where I
have identified, through analysis, exactly which races to make my „dutch
and „place‟ bets. I will report each bet exactly as I make it each day.
Staking Plan.
My starting bank will be 100pts for each set of results.
The author recommends making between 5% and 10% per day on your
betting bank. I will stake between 2% and 10% of my 100pt bank as
follows:
„red‟ bets – 2% of bank
„amber‟ – 4%
„blue‟ – 6%
„green‟ – 8%
„purple‟ – 10%
(when and if I reach 5% profit, I will stop for the day, but still record the
rest of the days results)
I will also record level staking of 1 pt on each recommended bet.
For the 2nd set of results, I will plan to make 0.3% profit of my bank on
each bet, be it a „dutch‟ or „place‟ bet. I will show my exact stake for each
bet as I play them.
I will be betting sequentially until a win is found. Phew….!
I look forward to a very interesting few weeks ahead and hopefully a new
piece of artillery to add to our betting arsenal!
All the best, Sgt Tommy.
(click here to see Auto Bet System X-IV..)
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Profitable Lays – Introduction
10th July 2011

Inspector DJ-Introduces Profitable Lays

Hello Bloggers,
My name is David Aston, and I was one of the new inspectors recruited for
the new Lay The Odds website in December 2010.
Why Inspector DJ? I decided that, as there are a few Davids around here,
I wanted to be identified by you guys a little more easily.
I have been betting seriously for nearly four years now, mainly by
arbitrage betting, after an idea came into my head after looking at a
system. As always, the bookies caught up with me, reducing my bets to a
level where they became next to useless.
I have previously trialled services on other websites, Cashmaster and the
Secret Betting Club, to name just but two.
I have previously trialled Soccer Overs, Sports Profit Network and Its Lay
Time for Lay The Odds. I have had a bit of a break, due to being away, and
some minor health issues, but I am back now to review Profitable Lays.
As I am sure you have found, some systems work (at least for a while) and
some just don‟t. So far each of the trials I have undertaken has been
unsuccessful. Hopefully, Profitable Lays will not come into the same
category.
What is Profitable Lays?
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Profitable Lays is an e-book of just 14 pages, written by Chris Adams.
The cost of purchasing the manual is currently £67, discounted from its
normal price of £97.
The selections produce place lay bets at Betfair SP for UK mainland races,
and there is no requirement to watch races or the markets.
This review will initially last for 56 betting days, and I expect bets to be
found on a daily basis. Depending on how the trial goes during this period,
the review may extend to 84 days.
Each selection is to be laid at a value of one point. The manual does not
make a provision for a bank, so I will start the review with a bank of 100
points.
I would normally like to publish the selections provided from the system,
but as I feel that this would give an indication of how the selections are
arrived at, each days entry will just show the number of selections for the
day, how many bets were won, and the profit or loss for the day.
The first results will be shown here tomorrow, and I look forward to seeing
how this system performs during the review.
Until tomorrow everyone,
Inspector DJ
[Click here to see Profitable Lays......]
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Final Reviews
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The Two Heads System –
Final Review
7th July 2011

Inspector KarlReviews the
Two Heads
System
Hi Bloggers,
The Two Heads System is promoted by
Sportsworld publishing and costs £97, you also
get access to a phone number for 30 days to help
you learn the process. After that you need to buy
the printed version of the Racing Post at £60 per month, so the Two Heads
System is not the cheapest of systems. There are many selections per day,
backing Win and Place, Place only and Lay or Back the place depending on
price.
Let‟s look at the final stats for the Two Heads System.
Trial Total +21.10
Staked 458
ROI +4.61%
So as you can see we ended up with a small profit, however you would of
outlayed £220 to achieve that, it is important to remember it is not all just
about the profit, sure it is nice to be in a plus position, but my role is to
look at the whole picture, and I strongly believe that the Two Heads
System is just too much work and expense to warrant a continued review.
There is an issue in that the author had already tried this and came to the
conclusion it did not work, We checked with SWP when we become aware
of this, and they confirmed that they believed it to be the same system.
In my opinion, the Two Heads System feels like it was created quickly, it
just does not feel right, it feels clunky it is not well written and feels forced,
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and is quite confusing, it goes on about going against the market, yet the
rules mean you rely on the market to tell you if you back or lay a horse!
The rules are quite complex, the author promised a bot, however a
decision to not use a bot was decided after the vendor said “no bot as the
rules are too complicated”! The system all revolves around odds of 10.0 for
the lay or back selections and anyone who uses for example, Betfair
Miracle, will know how awkward it can be when following live odds just
before the off.
Let me explain why I want to look at more than just profit
Do you have a life bloggers? Are you like me and as my wife calls me “Billy
no mates” i.e do you ever go out between 2.30pm and 9.30pm at any
point over 364 Days, I am going to guess a lot of you do, so that means
this system only really applies to a fraction of the market. Can
you guarantee you will be able to watch live the races just before the off
every day without fail?
You see that is the major problem, you can never miss a day as our review
showed we had 1 good day in 56 days, all the rest were losses and small
wins, had we missed that one 30pt day, we would still be in the red.
So if you have the ability to watch Live races every day
Happy to buy racing post every day (£60 per month)
Understand if the odds are around 10.0 you will need to make a decision
on a back or lay scenario. So with it requiring such a high level of
commitment to run the Two Heads System, I feel I have no option to fail it.
One more thing about SWP‟s phone line when you phone in for the
selections you will need the hearing of a Meer cat and the secretarial skills
of a genius, especially when the woman gives you the selection whilst she
is on the train!
I kid you not!
The Two Heads System……. yes a small profit, but on balance………FAILED
Regards
Inspector Karl
[Click here to see The Two Heads System]
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The BetPlan Final Review
10th July 2011

Final Review of “The Betplan” by Sergeant
Karl

Hello Bloggers,
The Betplan is a horse racing backing system which predominately bets on
Horses at the top end of the market, it costs £49.99 a month, emails were
received daily without issue, and the vendor was helpful throughout the
review.
The logic behind the system is that we get early prices, so in essence we
get the value, unfortunately however just because we got the value prices
does not mean the horses will win, and as it turned out this was sadly the
case.
Let‟s look at our final results
Ratchet System (1000 bank-5% Stake. Min Stake £50)
Current Bank £265.39
FLAT STAKES
Trial Total
-16.20
Staked 159
ROI -10.18%
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As we can see flat stakes pretty much failed easily, however that is not
what the vendor recommends, he recommends the ratchet system, using a
5% stake with the min stake being £50. We can see that also failed quite
badly, losing us over £700
I am not a fan of the min stake idea, as the benefit of a ratchet system is
that in the losing runs you are protected slightly as stakes get lower, by
having a min stake we are betting far too much on a small bank, at one
point we only had 3 bets left in our bank pot, that is far too aggressive. I
appreciate the flip side is you recover more quickly
During the review we never looked like winning, and to be honest it was
almost always downwards.
The author said that there had been a data feed issue and that this was
responsible for the poor results, the problem is that even after the “data
feed” issue had been resolved we only really had one week where we had
terrific form and got back to £600 from £170 but we then hit another bad
patch where only 2 horses out of 9 won. I must point out that the author
stressed that he did not expect me to let his reasons add any weighting to
final review
It seems to become the age old problem with backing short odds horses,
when the winners came they were not sufficient odds to undo the losses,
you really need such a high SR% to make a profit at short odds, and the
little blips can really hurt the bank.
There is another version of the BetPlan which uses a bot to check
conditions, draw etc, which seems to be having more success than the
stand alone selections, so there may be a re-review at some point in the
future using the Bot version of the service.
The Betplan version I reviewed on this occasion has failed.
Regards
Sergeant Karl
[Click here to see The BetPlan.....]

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and gives a quick insight how each
review is performing. The data in Black is from BettingSystemTruths.com. The data in Dark
Violet is from LayTheOdds.com
Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. These rules are hard
and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.
Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are applied,
with skill, by the user of the service.
Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to
the recommended stakes or to level stakes.

2020 Cricket Trading

Reviewer Sgt Aris

Trading Method/Strategy

Nothing reported again this week
Up to day 20

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

2,500 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,993.70

-506.30

See the 2020 Cricket Trading Review pages here…
See the 2020 Cricket Trading Sales pages here…

ABSX System X-IV

Reviewer Sgt Tommy

Backing Method/Strategy

A good start!
Up to day 10

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

All Selections

42.80

142.80

42.80

Tommy's Method

6.64

106.64

6.64

See the ABSX System X-IV Review pages here…
See the ABSX System X-IV Sales pages here…
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BackandLay

Reviewer Gordon

Back & Lay Tipping Service

No improvement for this service
Up to Day 41

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

1.84

194.24

-805.76

See the BackandLay Review pages here…
See the BackandLay Sales pages here…

Backing Star Selection

Reviewer RM Dave

Backing Tipping Service

Final Review to follow soon
Up to day 84
Plan C

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

159.95

59.95

See the Backing Star Selection Review pages here…
See the Backing Star Selection Sales pages here…

Betfair Success Formula

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Method/Strategy

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 63

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

159.64

59.64

See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…
See the Betfair Success Formula Sales pages here…

Betting Pro Trades

Reviewer Insp. Stuart

Trading Tips

Nothing reported this week
Up to day 7

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£2,000 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,925.75

-74.25

See the Betting Pro Trades Review pages here…
See the Betting Pro Trades Sales pages here…
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Betting Profits

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Backing System

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 57
Soccer System

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,446.62

446.62

See the Betting Profits Review pages here…
See the Betting Profits Sales pages here…

Bonus Bagging

Reviewer Insp. Magnifique

Free Bet Alerts

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to week 3

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£250 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

440.50

190.50

See the Bonus Baging Review pages here…
See the Bonus Bagging Sales pages here…

Expected Winners

Reviewer Insp. John

Back & Lay Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 15

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Main Back Bets

-5.38

69.99

-30.01

Main Lay Bets

-19.75

85.49

-14.51

Main E/W Bets

6.13

94.13

-5.87

Main Naps

-6.00

96.98

-3.02

Greyhound Back

-6.04

88.44

-11.56

Greyhound Lay

24.80

142.90

42.90

Additional Bets

-11.30

92.82

-7.18

Totals

-17.54

670.75

-29.25

See the Expected Winners Review pages here…
See the expected Winners Sales pages here…
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Full Time Betting Income

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

This service has gone into a loss now
Up to Day 34

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

-5.65

191.87

-8.13

See the Full Time Betting Income Review pages here…
See the Full Time Betting Income pages here…

Laying Summer Profits

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

No selections this week
Up to day 36

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£2000 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,941.00

-59.00

See the Laying Summer Profits Review pages here…
See the Laying Summer Profits Sales pages here…

Major League Profits

Reviewer Insp. Lucien

Backing Tips Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to week 4

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£20 Start Bank

P/L

-0.66

32.64

12.64

See the Major League Profits Review pages here…
See the Major League Profits Sales pages here…

My Lucky 15

Reviewer Sgt Rob

Backing Tipping Service

A final review is coming up after Rob's holiday
Up to day 60

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

-42.79

93.73

-106.27

See the My Lucky 15 Review pages here…
See the My Lucky 15 Sales pages here…
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Pro Betfair Trading

Reviewer Insp. Rich

Trading Strategy/Method

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 17

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

500 points Start Bank

P/L

8.02

516.23

16.23

See the Pro Betfair Trading Review pages here…
See the Pro Betfair Trading Sales pages here…

Rate The Races

Reviewer Sgt Lucian

Software Backing System

Strategy 1 seems to have disappeared! Strategy 2 excluding Irish is 61.57 in profit
Strategy 2 is stop at 1 point profit. There is a strategy 3 – but I'm not sure what it is
Up to Day 70

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Strategy 1

0.00

27.96

-72.04

Strategy 2

4.06

126.09

26.09

See the Rate The Races Review pages here…
See the Rate The Races Sales pages here…

Rebel Betting

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Automated Method/Strategy

Waiting for new football season, although there may be the occasional arb before then
Up to day 19

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

2000 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

2,357.95

357.95

See the RebelBetting Review pages here…
See the RebelBetting Sales pages here…

Sprint Lay Expert

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

A loss this week, but still very profitable overall
Up to day 102

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£1,000 Start Bank

P/L

-333.00

1,587.00

587.00

See the Sprint Lay Expert Review pages here…
See the Sprint Lay Expert Sales pages here…
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Sprinter Lays

Reviewer Insp. Lee

Lay Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 37

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

75 points Start Bank

P/L

8.06

76.58

1.58

See the Sprinter Lays Review pages here…
See the Sprinter Lays Sales pages here…

The Legacy & Saver System

Reviewer Sgt Jon

Two Backing Systems

Two separate systems
Up to day 43

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.69

94.61

-5.39

See the Legacy and Saver Review pages here…
See the Legacy and Saver Sales pages here…

The Low Lay

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Tipping Service

Recent small losses have all been recovered
Up to day 31

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

-6.95

21.68

1.68

See the Low Lay Review pages here…
See the Low Lay Sales pages here…

Tips for Betting

Reviewer Insp. Tony

Tennis Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 22

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

-4.20

97.25

-2.75

See the Tips for Betting Review pages here…
See The Tips for Betting Sales pages here…
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Turf Wars

Reviewer Admin Gordon

Backing Tipping Service

A loss this week, but still very profitable overall
You can get your FREE 5-day trial here....
Up to Day 77 This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Staking system

-27.76

312.77

212.77

Level Stakes

-7.41

150.88

50.88

See the Turf Wars Review pages here…
See the Turf Wars Sales pages here…

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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League Table of Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some systems
have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work
out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. Obviously this table doesn’t replace
reading the reviews, because profit as %age of bank is not the only factor in judging a system.
Nevertheless, I think it is a valid at-a-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.
I’ve colour coded the reviews that are the currently most successful, with the colour of their
profitability graph to make them easier to spot. Some of the older or suspended reviews have
been taken off to make the graph look clearer.
Sprint Lay Expert has slipped down the table after two bad weeks.

Start
Bank

Total
Profit
/Loss

Profit as
%age of
Bank

Turf Wars Staking System

100

212.77

212.77%

1

1

Bonus Bagging

250

190.50

76.20%

3

2

Major League Profits

20

12.64

63.20%

4

3

Backing Star Plan C

100

59.95

59.95%

5

4

Betfair Success Formula

100

59.64

59.64%

6

5

Sprint Lay Expert

1000

587.00

58.70%

2

6

Bettting Profits Soccer

1000

446.62

44.66%

7

7

ABSX All Selections

100

42.80

42.80%

N/A

8

Rate The Races Strategy 2

100

26.09

26.09%

9

9

RebelBetting

2000

357.95

17.90%

10

10

The Low Lay

20

1.68

8.40%

8

11

ABSX Tommy's Method

100

6.64

6.64%

N/A

12

Pro Betfair Trading

500

16.23

3.25%

12

13

Sprinter Lays

75

1.58

2.11%

19

14

Tips for Betting

100

-2.75

-2.75%

13

15

Laying Summer Profits

2000

-59.00

-2.95%

16

16

Betting Pro Trades

2000

-74.25

-3.71%

17

17

Full Time Betting Income

200

-8.13

-4.07%

14

18

Expected Winners

700

-29.25

-4.18%

15

19

The Legacy & Saver System

100

-5.39

-5.39%

18

20

2020 Cricket Trading

2500

-506.30

-20.25%

20

21

My Lucky 15

200

-106.27

-53.14%

21

22

Rate The Races Strategy 1

100

-72.04

-72.04%

23

23

BackandLay

1000

-805.76

-80.58%

24

24

System
Reviewed

Position Position
Last
This
Week
Week
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Profitability Graph
Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a percentage of their starting
bank. This gives a week by week comparative view of their progress.
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. Ideally we would
want a graph that increased each week by roughly the same amount. If a system or tipping
service could produce that, then we would really have a winning review!
It is early days yet for Major League Profits and ABSX, but the Low lay has lost most of its
profit. After weeks of dwindling losses, Rate The Races has had four great weeks.

Profit as a %age of starting bank

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Bloggers Corner
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
Admin, Gordon has requested suggestions from readers for Systems, Strategies and Tipping
Services they would like to see reviewed. Just send the suggestions to me, at my usual address,
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com and I’ll pass them on to him.

I’ve had this question from a reader, concerning Betting Profits Soccer System, which is
suspended until the start of the football season:
Hi, I am currently looking at systems to use in the new football season. The above system
using your reviewer’s idea of dutching the correct scores is very interesting. I don’t understand
however the meaning of the line, “any unquoted” Could you clarify that for me please? Also
the pecentage amount at the bottom of the odds list in blue does not seem to relate to anything,
please could you enlighten me on this figure? Thank you in anticipation, great site by the way!
Here’s my answer:
“Any Unquoted” refers to the line in the Betfair correct score market which covers any score
other than the specific scores quoted in the market(i.e. 0-0, 1-0, etc up to 3-3). In effect it
covers the possibility that one team scores 4 or more goals.
The %age figure is calculated as follows. Every price has a probability expressed as a
percentage. For example 2.0 (1/1 or evens) has a probability of winning of 50% – 3.0 (2/1) has
a probability of 33% – 4.0 (3/1) has a probability of 25%. Generally Betfair prices almost
exactly measure the real probability of success, on average. In fact Betfair prices are stunningly
accurate over a period of time.
A dutching tool like ArbCruncher gives you the total percentage of all the bets being placed. If
you covered every single bet in the correct score market on betfair the total would be 100% or
just a little over. With a Bookie, the total (the “overround”) would be something like 110% or
115% to cover their profit.
So I include the total percentage of the bets covered in my system. If the total is something like
75% it means the theoretical probability of having the correct score included in your bets is
75% with a 25% chance of losing. It is there just to give an idea of the extent to which the field
is covered by the selected bets.
The idea of my system is to pick matches which have a bias towards one side in particular
winning and covering most of the likely scores in the hope that the Betfair market prices do not
reflect this bias accurately. If the prices do not reflect the detected bias, then a quoted 75%
chance of having the correct score is hopefully low.
The succes rate of my selections, so far, has been 79% – so you can see that if the usual %age
is around 75% but the actual %age success is 79% – then a profit is being made.
The review will continue when geniune competitive soccer restarts and some form is
established – probably around early September.
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Send your contributions to the Bloggers Corner by e-mail to me:
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
If you have something to say, don’t forget you can become a “ranter” on our Online Betting
Rant site. If you think you have what it takes we'd love to hear from you... Apply to be a
Ranter here

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Next Week & Signing Off
This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that interests
you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, and http://laytheodds.com so that you can get a
feel for how the service pans out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST newsletter
in your e-mails on July 20th. Until then, here’s to successful punting.

Regards
Rich
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